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Saturation effect on multiphonon relaxation rates
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Abstract

Fluorescence decay time of resonantly excited RE multiplets were recorded as a function of excitation power density in different glass
hosts. The multiphonon nonradiative relaxation rates are reduced at high excited state concentration for large energy gaps. The results are
analysed in a statistical approach and the observed phonon bottleneck effect related to an accepting mode saturation. At high excited state
density, several ions lying in the phonon diffusion volume simultaneously fill the common accepting mode set of the host. The critical
distance below which excited ions share a common phonon bath is related to the phonon diffusion length l in the host. Theoretical fit ofc

experimental data allows the deduction of l . The results are compared with the phonon mean free path in the host independently derivedc

from sound velocity measurements and estimation of thermal conductivity and heat capacity of the investigated glasses.  1998 Elsevier
Science S.A.
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1. Introduction a study of the excited state population density effect on
multiphonon radiationless processes of RE excited multi-

The different nonradiative pathways of electronic excita- plets for different glasses with different highest phonon
tion and especially nonradiative relaxation by multiphonon energy is reported. The model we propose for this kind of
processes in Rare-Earth (RE) doped systems are quite well bottleneck effect seems quite general in glasses. Further-
understood and several theories based on different ap- more, our model should give enlightenment to the laser-

thproaches have been developed to solve the N -phonon like emission of NdCl hydrated powder.3

nonradiative decay probability. Except for small energy
gaps, the well-known exponential gap law [1] can describe
the multiphonon relaxation rates dependence with the 2. Experimental results
process order in a given host. However, excitation through
high peak power laser sources providing high excited state To investigate the effect of excited state population
concentrations allows the observation of the new aspects of density on the exponential energy gap law, fluorescence

31 4 31 4 31 3multiphonon relaxation processes. As an example, genera- decay of Er ( S ), Er ( I ), Tm ( H ) and3 / 2 11 / 2 4
31 4tion of laser-like short emission pulses has recently been Nd ( F ) states has been recorded as a function of3 / 2

obtained above a pumping threshold with NdCl hydrated excitation power. These measurements were performed for3

powders [2]. In this experiment, the observed radiative rate each selected multiplet in several glass hosts whose
exceeds the nonradiative one by two orders of magnitude. compositions were chosen in order to change the phonon
Nonlinear effects have been ruled out; this behaviour cut-off frequency which determines the multiphonon order

21 21seems then to be related to the high excited state density (N): ZBLAN (hv¯500 cm ), tellurite (hv¯800 cm ),
21 21provided by the excitation source. On the other hand, for germanate (hv¯900 cm ), phosphate (hv¯1100 cm ).

high excitation powers, we have already observed a To avoid contribution from interactions or energy transfers
31saturation effect in the multiphonon process in an Yb between RE ions to the total decay rate of the excited

doped borate glass [3,4] and other ions in germanate glass multiplet, the RE concentration was kept at a low level
have been presented. A model was proposed to analyse, in (,0.2 at.%) for all glasses except phosphate which
a statistical approach, the observed effect [5]. In this paper, exhibits a high phonon cut-off frequency resulting in a low

radiative quantum efficiency of studied multiplets. In this
*Corresponding author. case, experimental results were obtained with 2 at.% doped
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glasses and will only be considered in a qualitative way. results cannot be explained by amplified spontaneous
The nonradiative decays were obtained, as usual, by emission, saturation, photon trapping or other nonlinear
subtracting the radiative part (calculated from absorption effects since emission spectra are the same whatever the
and Judd Ofelt theory) from the experimental decay rate. excitation power and no narrowing can be observed (Fig.
All measurements were performed on thin samples to 2). As an example, the multiphonon relaxation rates for the

31 4prevent lengthening of experimental decays by trapping Nd ( F ) multiplet in tellurite, germanate and phos-3 / 2

effects. Each multiplet was resonantly excited by a fre- phate glasses are plotted in Fig. 3 as a function of the
quency doubled YAG laser or a YAG pumped Ti–sapphire excitation population density. In ZBLAN, due to the large

4laser. Optical attenuators were used to avoid saturation of gap between the F multiplet and the next lower one3 / 2
21detectors. The excited state density has been calculated (¯4300 cm ) and the low phonon cut-off frequency of

from concentration, absorption cross-section at the excita- the host, the multiphonon process is negligible at low
tion wavelength of the RE, excitation power and beam excitation power and cannot be further reduced. As shown

31 4diameter measured at the entrance face of the sample. in Fig. 3, the multiphonon process from the Nd ( F )3 / 2

When increasing the excitation power, a shortening of multiplet is almost completely suppressed at high excited
decays is observed for multiplets separated from the next state density in tellurite and germanate glasses. In the case
lower level by an energy gap which requires less than 3 of phosphate, the multiphonon process and interactions

31 4phonons (i.e. Er ( S ) in all glasses except ZBLAN)3 / 2

otherwise lengthening is obtained. Two examples are
represented on Fig. 1. Measured variations in decay time
values, over all the excitation power range are, in all cases,
well above the experimental accuracy (,3%). These

31 4Fig. 1. (A) Er ( S ) fluorescence transients recorded at low and high3 / 2
17 23 4 4excitation power in germanate glass (a) N 510 cm ; (b) N 51.23 Fig. 2. (A) S → I emission spectrum at low and high excitationexc exc 3 / 2 15 / 2

18 23 31 4 17 23 18 2310 cm . (B) Nd ( F ) fluorescence transients recorded at low and power in germanate glass (a) N 510 cm ; (b) N 51.2310 cm .3 / 2 exc exc
18 23 4 4high excitation power in germanate glass (a) N 52310 cm ; (b) (B) F → I emission spectrum at low and high excitation power inexc 3 / 2 11 / 2

19 23 18 23 19 23N 51.5310 cm germanate glass (a) N 52310 cm ; (b) N 51.5310 cm .exc exc exc
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Multiphonon nonradiative rates of all considered levels
are plotted as a function of multiphonon order in a
semilogarithmic scale in Fig. 4 for tellurite and germanate
glasses, each set of points stands for a fixed excited state
population density (N ). The normalisation procedure byexc

the absorption cross-section and the excitation intensity
results in a weak scattering of the experimental results for
a fixed excited state density compared to previously
reported results. The obtained lines cross at the same point.
Such a crossing point has already been predicted [6] and
experimentally observed [7] when considering the mul-
tiphonon relaxation rate dependence with the process order
for different glasses and crystals. This rotation point occurs
at about 2.6 and is related to the promoting modes [6]. Our
experimental results are consistent with this theory and
show that if the nonradiative part of the decay corre-
sponding to the filling of the promoting modes is constant
whatever the excited state density, the contribution due to

31 4Fig. 3. Multiphonon relaxation rates of Nd ( F ) excited state versus3 / 2

excited state population density: (a) tellurite glass, (b) germanate glass
and (c) phosphate glass. Theoretical fit of experimental data, plotted as
solid lines, were obtained using Eq. (2) with a phonon diffusion length of

˚ ˚ ˚17 A (a), 24 A (b) and 15 A (c).

Fig. 4. Variation of the exponential gap law versus the multiphonon orderbetween ions contribute to the nonradiative part of the
for different excited state densities. Theoretical fit (solid lines) aredecay since experiments have been performed on more 18 23obtained through Eq. (2): (a) tellurite glass [(j) N 510 cm ; (d)excconcentrated samples. The nonradiative relaxation rate 18 23 18 23 19N 56310 cm ; (m) N 58310 cm ; (.) N 51.5310exc exc exc

23 17 23 18saturates to a constant value which is ascribed to the cm ]; (b) germanate glass [(j) N 510 cm ; (d) N 54310exc exc
23 19 23contribution from interactions or energy transfers. cm ; (♦) N 510 cm ].exc
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the filling of the remaining energy gap, i.e. the accepting each case, the calculated curves are in good agreement
modes, will be saturated with an increase in the excited with experimental values. As examples, the least square fit

31 4state density. So, multiphonon processes requiring a num- of experimental data obtained for Nd ( F ) are repre-3 / 2

ber of phonons higher than the number of the promoting sented in Fig. 3 by solid lines. The phonon diffusion length
modes will saturate with an increase in the excited state as determined by least square fit of experimental values

31 4 31˚density. This, in turn, explains the behaviour of the ranges from 22, 15 and 17 A for Er ( I ), Tm11 / 2
31 4 3 31 4multiphonon relaxation rate obtain for Er ( S ) in ( H ) and Nd ( F ) states, respectively, in tellurite3 / 2 4 3 / 2

31 4 31˚ ˚ZBLAN. glass and from 28 A for Er ( I ) to 24 A for Tm11 / 2
3 31 4( H ) and Nd ( F ) in germanate glass. In phosphate4 3 / 2

31 4 31˚glass, 14 A was obtained for Er ( I ) and Nd11 / 2
4 31 3˚( F ), and 12 A for Tm ( H ).3 / 2 4

3. Saturation process: model and application to the Furthermore, Eq. (2) is able to describe the W depen-nr
experimental results dence with the multiphonon order N at fixed excited state

density. The least square fit results of experimental values
In the nonadiabatic approach, the multiphonon nonradia- obtained in tellurite and germanate set using Eq. (2) are

tive relaxation probability as given by the Fermi golden plotted in semilogarithmic scale in Fig. 4 by continuous
rule is expressed as the product of an electronic factor (the lines. As shown, we obtained straight lines in good
promoting term) by Frank Condon integrals (the accepting agreement with experimental results showing that Eq. (2)
term) [6]. Among the different methods developed to is still equivalent to the exponential gap law but with an
calculate the last term, the most usual expression for W in exponential coefficient depending on N . Applying thenr exc
the case of RE (N..S ) ions is derived from a modified Stirling approximation to Eq. (2), the exponential parame-0

Huang and Rhys’s treatment [8] including the promoting ter is given by:
term [6]:

]1 1x 2 Ns d
]] ]]] ]S Da 5 1 2 Log 12 F ] S DN NS "v N 1 1x Sp s d0 0] ]W ~ . (1)S Dnr N! S0

]Log 1 1x 2 1 . (3)s d g
The exponential gap law is then obtained using the Stirling
approximation. Finally, slopes of theoretical lines obtained through Eq. (2)

From the effect on the excited state density on the are plotted in Fig. 5 as function of N in comparison withexc

multiphonon relaxation rate (Fig. 4), we suggest that only the fit obtained using Eq. (3) with l as the only freec

the accepting term will be affected when increasing the parameter. The best results were obtained with a phonon
˚excited ion concentration. Now the microscopic process diffusion length of 22 and 29 A for tellurite and germanate

for the saturation will be the following: by increasing the glass, respectively. These results are in quite good agree-
excitation power density, the probability for excited ions to ment with those determined for individual multiplets.
lie in a phonon diffusion volume increases. These ions will
share a common phonon bath and will simultaneously
contribute to the filling of the common set of accepting
modes of the host. This is quite equivalent to increase the
order of the process and then, explains the reduction of the
multiphonon relaxation rate with the excited state density.
Let l be the phonon diffusion length in the host, y thec l

volume for phonon diffusion, the averaged number of
]excited ions (x) in y around one excited ion is a functionl

]of N [5]. In this process, (1 1x) ions will simultaneouslyexc

fill the N common accepting modes instead of 1, the
modified expression for the multiphonon relaxation rate
will be the following:

]s d11x N 2N] S p0s d ]2S 2n11 ]0 s d11x N]]]] ]W 5 W e n 1 1 . (2)s d S D]nr 0 1 1x N ! Sfs d g 0

Experimental multiphonon relaxation rates obtained for
Fig. 5. Exponential parameter (a) versus excited state density. Solid lines

each multiplet, i.e. for fixed energy gap (N.3) as a result from the least squares fit of data using Eq. (3). Best fits are
function of the excited state density have been fitted using ˚ ˚obtained for l 529 A [germanate glass (j)] and 22 A [tellurite glassc]Eq. (2) with l through x as the only free parameter. In (d)].c
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4. Comparison between the phonon diffusion length 5. Conclusion
and the phonon mean free path

The effect of the excited state population density on
At high excited state density, multiphonon relaxation multiphonon relaxation rates for RE multiplets in different

will result in an excess of phonon localised in a small glasses is clearly demonstrated. The reduction of the
volume and a local heating. Phonons generated during this multiphonon decay probability at high excited state con-
process will propagate in order to dissipate this excess and centration is related to a saturation of the accepting modes.
restore a thermal equilibrium. This phonon of high energy A statistical approach of the microscopic process allows us
cannot propagate over long distances and will break into to propose a theoretical model which is validated by a
lower energetic modes due to anharmonic interactions good agreement between the phonon diffusion length
within the lattice. The phonon mean free path is related to deduced from optical data and the phonon mean free path
the thermal conductivity k, the heat capacity C and the length independently derived from a thermodynamic ap-v

sound velocity v in the host through the relation [9]: proach.s

1
]k 5 C l v . (4)v c s3
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